1. **T/F:** Slow Wave Sleep comes before REM sleep.

2. Which is a specific disorder of REM sleep
   a) sleep talking
   b) Insomnia
   c) **sleep attack**
   d) epilepsy

3. List 2 types of measurements (techniques) used to characterize sleep.
   *EOG, EMG, EEG*

4. Vivid and dynamic dreams occur primarily during ____REM____ sleep.

---

1. **T/F:** Stage 2 sleep comes before Slow Wave Sleep.

2. Which is a specific disorder of Slow Wave sleep
   a) **sleep talking**
   b) Insomnia
   c) sleep attack
   d) epilepsy

3. List 2 types of measurements (techniques) used to characterize sleep.

4. In young children, bed wetting occur primarily during ___SWS_______ sleep.